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Abstract: Convergence rates for iterative solutions of equations are given when the iterates are PadC approximants. A 
new theorem for the univariate case is extended to the use of multivariate PadC approximants for systems of nonlinear 
equations. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of PadC approximants to solve nonlinear equations iteratively is not new. When their 
orders of convergence have been given, see [7,9] for cases other than the well-known Newton and 
Halley methods, these derivations do not seem to extend to multivariate PadC approximants. In 
this paper, a more general univariate derivation of convergence rates is taken and is extended to 
the use of multivariate PadC approximants for iteratively solving systems of nonlinear equations. 
The results presented here document previous work [5] and in light of more recent developments 
complements the work of Cuyt [3]. 
Solving a single nonlinear equation via PadC approximants has taken two directions as 
exemplified by Nourein [7] and Ralston [9]. To solve f(x) = 0, Nourein employs the Taylor 
series expansion about a point U, an approximation to a simple zero of f. The zero of a Pad& 
approximant with a linear numerator then provides a new value of u from which the iteration 
process continues. Nourein’s analysis uses the function u = f ‘( x)/f (x). Ralston also uses u to 
derive iteration formulas but goes one step further and uses series expansions in u [9, 
pp.333-3361 to derive iteration formulas and prove order of convergence. Before presenting a 
different approach to determine orders of convergence for Pad&based iterations for solving 
nonlinear equations, it is convenient at this point to establish terminology commensurate with 
the previously mentioned authors. 
Let w, be a sequence approximating a simple zero w of f(x) and let ek+l = w - w~+~. Let 
0 k+l - - wk + d,, where d, is the zero of a Pad& approximant numerator of the Taylor series of 
f(x) about wk, 
f(x)= 5 f’i’(wk),i, 
i! 
dcx-‘, 
k* 
i=O 
0.1) 
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This terminology is in fact enough to enable one to prove convergence not only for Nourein’s 
and Ralston’s formulae but for all such formulae. For example, d, in Nourein’s formulae is the 
root of a Pad6 approximant with a linear numerator. The equation wk+r = wk + d, may be 
rewritten as 
Ek+l= Ck -d,. (1 *a 
Since d, is the solution of a linear equation whose coefficients are algebraic expressions 
involving a finite number of the leading terms in the sequence f( wk), f’( wk), . . . , substituting 
the Taylor series expansion about o for f( wk), f’( wk), . . . in the algebraic solution of d, into 
(1.2), yields 
ck+l = ck “+2hl(o) + c;+3h2(4 + * * - ) 
and the convergence is order n + 2 when the denominator of the Pad6 approximant is of degree 
n. See [2] for the computational complexity of Pad&based iteration formulae. 
This method of determining the order of convergence, although generally applicable to all 
one-variable iteration formulae for solving nonlinear equations, does not appear to generalize to 
multivariate Pad6 approximants. 
This paper thus presents a method for determining the order of convergence of one-point 
iterative methods that can be applied to methods based upon one-point multivariate Pad6 
approximants. An important step in the derivation of this method will be an interesting lemma 
concerning Pad6 approximants of inverse functions. The remainder of this paper consists of a 
section devoted to one-variable nonlinear equations and a section devoted to systems of 
nonlinear equations. 
2. One-variable Pad6 iterations 
In this section the [n, m] Pad6 approximants of f(x) will be denoted as 
(2.1) 
where p,(z) and q,(z) are polynomials of degree n and m, respectively. A simplifying 
assumption will be the normality of Pad6 tables so that necessary derivatives exist. 
Since the necessary derivatives of f(x) exist, the inverse function theorem implies that the 
local inverse g(y) = f ‘( ) x in a neighborhood of w can be defined; let this neighborhood 
include the iterateS wk. Let f( wk) =y, and with the variable 6 =y - y, write 
x=dy)= c 
n+* g(A(yk) 6j + g(m+n+l)(c)gm+n+l 
j! (m+n+l)! ’ 
j=O 
where S, as a function of yk and y, lies in the interval whose endpoints are yk and y. 
Consider the [n, m] Pad6 approximant of the Taylor series in (1.1) and define 
(2.2) 
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(2.3) 
where TJ, as a function of y, and y, lies in the interval whose endpoints are y, and y. 
Lemma 1. Let the necessary derivatives off(x) = y exist to define g( f( x)) = x and the [n, m] Pad& 
approximants off(x). Then, for 0 < i + j < m + n, the [i, j] Pad& approximants of g( y) are also 
the [i, j] Pad@ approximants of rnz, that is, 
Yij(g(y)) = Cj(h,,(y)). 
Proof. According to the definition of PadC approximants it suffices to show that in (2.2) and (2.3) 
h%yk) = g”‘(y& (2.4) 
The derivatives in (2.4) can be expressed through recurrence relations due to Ostrowksi [8]. 
Briefly, let y := q(x) be defined in a neighborhood of x, y’ := q’(x) and y” := q”(x). If the 
inverse of cp is G(Y), then 
G’(Y)=; ; 7=1, (2.5) 
and differentiation once more produces 
+“(y) = _y” 
(Y’)’ . 
(2.6) 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are now sufficient to begin an inductive proof of 
(p'"'(y) = @k 
(Y’)2k-1 ’ 
l<k<n+l, (2.7) 
where the (n + l)th derivative of ‘p must exist and 
!D k+l = (@k)‘y’ - (2k - l&y”. (2.8) 
CD k+l is an algebraic function of y’, . . . , yCk+l). 
Since the derivatives of r,, and f agree at y,, applying (2.7) and (2.8) to the derivatives of g 
and h,, in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, proves (2.4). 0 
Theorem 2. Let f(x) = y have a simple zero o and let the necessary derivatives off(x) exist in a 
neighborhood of o that includes the sequence uk converging to w. If uk is defined by 
@k+l = Ok + d,, 
where d, is a simple zero of the r,,, Pad6 approximant off(x) whose Taylor series is given in (l.l), 
then the convergence of wk to o is of order m -t n + 1. 
Proof. Substituting w for x in (2.2), while noting that f(w) = 0, yields 
W= 
“5 g"'bk) 
j=O 
j !  P-9) 
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When substituting wk + t for x in (2.3), note that w~+~ - wk = d, SO that mm(d) is a function of 
x, see (1.1), and is zero when x = tik+r. Therefore, 
w k+l = 
“5” hti;'yk) 
j=o 
$ 
Since (2.4) is valid by Lemma 1, subtracting (2.9) from (2.10) produces 
Ok+1 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
An application of the mean value theorem then allows the expression 
Yk =yk -fb‘d =fbk) -fb) = bk - df’(b) 
which can be substituted into (2.11) to give 
wk+l - w 
(Ok-W)m+n+l (m+n+l)! 
and conclude the proof. q 
3. Multivariate Pad4 iterations 
A vexing inconvenience in using multivariate Pad& approximants is the establishment of 
proper notation. The one-variable notation used in the previous section will be extended only as 
it is necessary to address the task at hand, namely, convergence rates of Pad&based iterative 
solutions to systems of nonlinear equations. Adjustments to attain mainstream notations and 
thereby allowing more complete and general situations can be made by consulting Cuyt [3]. In 
this section, upper-case letters will be used to denote both vectors and vector-valued functions 
while lower-case letters will be reserved for real variables and for real-valued functions. 
Let F:R” + R” be defined by n real valued functions of y1 real variables, 
Suppose F(X) = Y is locally invertible, appropriate derivatives of F exist, and in a neighbor- 
hood of IV, a simple solution to 
~flV> \ 
= 0 
,fn(x) / 
(3.1) 
contains iterates W, which converges to W. 
In order to simplify expressions the isobaric notation j is introduced for vectors of positive 
integers: 
J= {(jl,..., j,): j,+j,+ ... +jn=j, ji>O}. 
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Thus, define 
A;$:= (&,..., @), (3.2) 
(x-W)J:=((x,-q)j’)...) (x,-(3,)jq, (3.3) 
and let 
(3 -4) 
denote a Taylor series expansion of F(X) about IV,. Define 
(3.5) 
where Dk is a zero of 
Rlm;ktD) = 
p,.ktD) 
Q ‘, (D) ) 
m,k 
(3.6) 
the multivariate PadC approximant of the Taylor series in (3.4). P,.k and Qmik are multivariate 
polynomials in isobaric notation of degree 1 and m, respectively. Assume for simplicity that 
Rlmik is generic in the sense that its Taylor series expansion agrees with the series in (3.4) in all 
terms of total degree s. s is a function of 1 and m and is defined as the largest positive integer 
satisfying 
(3.7) 
Corresponding with the previous section, of major concern are the inverse of F and Rlmik in 
(3.4) and (3.6), respectively. Let these inverses be denoted by 
G,(Y) = 5 Bj*(Y- Yk)j, 
P-8) 
J&J 
where F( W,) = Yk, and 
H,,;,(Y) = 5 q*(Y- Y,&, (3.9) 
J=O 
where Bj, Cj and (Y - Yk)J are defined as in (3.2) and (3.3). By the inverse function theorem and 
series agreement of multivariate PadC approximants, Co = Bo and CT = BT. 
The multivariate extension of Lemma 1 is valid even though an elegant recurrence relation is 
not available. Nevertheless, 
Cj=Bj, j<s. (3.10) 
Using Taylor’s theorem for multivariate functions and proceeding as in the previous section, 
W= Wk+ i B/Y;+ 
(Y,*A)“+’ 
j=l 
(s + l)! Gk(Lnk), (3.11) 
where A = (a/Ely,, . . . , a/ay,) and fik is a point on the line segment connecting Y, and the 
origin. In a similar manner, 
W 
(Y,*A)‘+l 
k+l 
j=l 
(s + I)! %z;k(Ak)* (3.12) 
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Inspecting (Y, l A)‘+l more closely, write 
(Y,*A)“” = (3.13) 
The mean value theorem can now be invoked on each component y, in (3.10) to yield 
vi=fi(w,)-f,(w)=(w,-W)*Afi ]orfk, l<i<n, (3.14) 
so that (3.13) and (3.14) will be applicable to (3.11) and (3.12). Before the application (3.14) is 
squared so that the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
lEaibi~2~ Clai12CIbi12 
can be used to obtain 
i I ,ay; 2 < 11 w, - w l12@+l) i r II u Is,:, llq2. (3.15) 
In order to derive convergence rates for the multivariate version of Theorem 2, it remains to 
note that (3.10) holds, subtract (3.11) and (3.12), and successively substitute (3.13) and (3.15) into 
the squared norms. This is summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let F( X) = Y in (3.1) have a simple zero Wand let the necessary derivatives of F( X) 
exist in a neighborhood of W that includes the sequence W, converging to W and defined by (3.5). 
Then for s defined in (3.7), the convergence of W, to W is at least of order s + 1. 
Remarks. For practical applications of Pad&based iterative methods for solving systems of 
nonlinear equations, linear numerators of approximants are recommended. Numerical examples 
of such applications can be found in [3,7]. A derivation of Newton’s method from multivariate 
PadC approximants may be found in [4]. 
Rational interpolation functions can be used in one- and multivariate-nonlinear equations. In 
the latter case, both interpolation-based and series-based PadC approximants can be used in the 
same system of nonlinear equations. Combining interpolation- and series-based approximants 
can take advantage of discrete data, functional information and the ease in which approximants 
can be applied to particular equations. 
When some equations in the nonlinear system are already linear, the dimension of the problem 
can be reduced to the number of nonlinear equations [6]. This can be especially advantageous 
when the PadC approximants to a subset of the equations are not updated at each iteration. 
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